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Let dR be the differential of a strongly continuous representation of a Lie 
group G on a Hilbert space H. Let P be the left-invariant second-order differen- 
tial operator on G with positive semidefinite main part P, and with first-order 
part P, . If Im(P,) is in some sense subordinate to P2 then dR(P) is a pregenerator 
of a strongly continuous semigroup of operators in H. If the whole P, is in some 
sense subordinate to P2 then that semigroup is holomorphic or, even more, 
dR(P) is a pregenerator of a cosine operator function. 
This paper is supplementary to the representation theory for second-order 
differential operators on Lie groups developed by Jergensen [4]. Let R be a 
stronly continuous representation of a Lie group G on a Hilbert space H, 
D,(R) the set of all P-vectors of R, and dR the differential of R. Denote by 
x, , XI ,..., xiv a collection of left-invariant vector fields on G. Define the 
differential operator P = Ctcl Xnz + ;X, . If the representation R is unitary then 
dR(P), considered on the domain D,(R), is symmetric and semibounded from 
above, so that the two statements are equivalent: 
(i) dR(P) is essentially self-adjoint, 
(ii) dR(P) is a pregenerator of a strongly continuous semigroup of 
operators. 
A pregenerator is an operator whose closure is the generator. Jorgensen 
proved that (i) is true when X,, E lin{X, ,..., X,}. Replacing (i) with (ii) gives 
a possibility of generalizations. Theorem 1 of the present paper is such generali- 
zation for nonunitary representations R. Additionally, Theorem 2 gives an 
estimation for Lindeberg convolution semigroups of probability measures on 
noncompact Lie groups. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. Let 53 be either a Lie group or the half axis [0, 00) and E a Banach 
space, Consider strongly continuous mappings R: 9 + g(E) which are either 
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representations of Lie groups, one-parameter semigroups, or cosine operator 
functions. The latter means that 9 = (-co, OO), R(0) = id, and R(x + r) f 
R(x - r) = 2R(x) R(y) (the d’Alembert equation). For any k == 1, 2,..., 
define D,(R) as a set of all vectors u E E such that the mapping 9 3 x -+ 
R(x) u E E is 12 times strongly continuously differentiable. All sets D,(R) are 
dense in E and R-invariant. For finite k they are equipped with natural topologies 
of Banach spaces and D,(R) is a FrCchet space. If R is a cosine function then 
its generator A is an operator with the domain D(A) = D,(R) such that, for 
u E D(A), Au = (d2/dxz) R(x) u I+,, . Thus for u E D(A), (d2/dx2) R(x) u = 
AR(x) u = R(x) Au which implies that A is a closed operator from E into E. 
1.2. Let R be a representation and D a linear R-invariant subset of D,(R). 
Then, according to [13, Theorem 1.31, if D is dense in E, then it is D,(R)-dense 
in D,(R). By the same argument the latter can be proved for every D,(R), 
k = 1, 2,..., not only for representations but also for semigroups and cosine 
functions. 
1.3. Let R be a one-parameter group or semigroup, or a cosine function, 
and A its generator. Let D be a linear set dense in E, R-invariant and contained 
in D(A). Then A ID is a pregenerator of R. This consequence of 1.2 was inde- 
pendently proved in [S]. 
1.4. Let A be generator of a cosine function R. Then A is also generator 
of the semigroup S given by S(t) = &rr-u/2) jTm e-“/4)2e R(xN2) dx. If E is 
a complex Banach space then S has a holomorphic extension onto the complex 
half-plane Re t > 0. See [l, 111. 
1.5. Let F be a Banach space continuously embedded into E and let A be 
a linear operator from F into E. Then the two statements are equivalent: 
(i) A is a generator of a strongly continuous 9(E)-valued cosine function 
C such that D,(C) = F; 
(ii) the operator B from F x E into F x E with the domain D(B) = 
D(A) x F and with action B{u, V} = {v, Au} is a generator of a strongly con- 
tinuous 9(F x E)-valued one-parameter group, say U. 
If the above statements are valid, then U(X){U, TJ} = {C(x) u + Jz C(y) z, dy, 
(d/d-$ C(x) u + C(x) w> (see [6]). 
1.6. Let V be a complex Hilbert space densely and continuously embedded 
into a complex Hilbert space H. Consider a sesquilinear form a(u, v) continuous 
on V x V and define the associated operator A by 
D(A) = (u: u E V, sup{(I ZJ /I;;’ I a&, o)[: 0 f n E I’> < co>, 
6% $3 = 4% 4 for all u E D(A) and w E V. 
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If there are finite constants 01 > 0, M and K, such that 
and 
Re 4u, 4 + a II u ll”v < M II u Ilk (1.6.1) 
1 a(~, u) - a(~, u)l < K II u I!v II 0 I’H (1.6.2) 
for all u, 2, E V, then A is a generator of a strongly continuous P(H)-valued 
cosine function C, such that Or(C) = I’. 
The proof follows at once from 1.5 and from [7, Theorem 12.6.11. The above 
result is close to those of [9; 10, Chap. VIII]; it remains true for real spaces V 
and H, if the complex sesquilinear form is replaced by a real bilinear. After 
the elimination of (1.6.2), the remaining assumptions still imply that A is a 
generator of a strongly continuous Z(H)-valued semigroup. By [5, Chap. IX, 
Theorem 1.241, in the complex case this semigroup is holomorphic in an open 
sector {t: 0 # t EC, / Arg t j < as}, 0 < 0~~ < &r. 
1.7. Let G be a connected Lie group. Denote by T(X) the distance from x E G 
to the neutral element of G, in the sense of an arbitrarily choosen left- or right- 
invariant Riemann metric. Then $x-l) = T(X) and I < T(X) + T(y), so that 
max(j I - Al, / I - T(y)\) < T(X). The latter implies that the 
function 7 is left- and right-uniformly Lipschitz. Consequently, the differential 
of 7 exists at almost every x E G, by Rademacher’s theorem [14]. Denote by 
dx the element of a right-invariant volume on G. There exists X, E: [0, CQ) such 
JG e- A 5(x) dx < co and for any strongly continuous representation R of G on a 0 
Banach space there exists h E [0, a) such that sup(e-AT(zr 11 R(x)11 : x E G} < CO. 
See [2; 15, pp. 282, 2851. 
1.8. For any Hilbert space H and any s E (-00, co) denote by L,Z(H) 
the Hilbert space of all H-valued functionsf on G, strongly measurable and such 
that [jfj/, = (So \lf(x)\l” es7(r) dx)‘i2 < CO. There is antilinear isomorphism 
L:(H)* 3 T ---f g, E L!,(H) defined by 
CT, f> = j-, (f(x), gr(x))~ dx for every fgL,2(H). (1.8.1) 
The H-valued distributions on G are treated as linear continuous functionals on 
Com(G; H).There is antilinear isomorphism C,“(G; H)*a T +a SE 9(Com(G); H) 
defined by the condition that T(cp @ u) = (u, S(q)), for all p E Ccm(G) and 
u E H [15, pp. 486-4871, so that the definition of H-valued distributions taken 
here is compatible with the general definition of vector-valued distributions due 
to L. Schwartz. In agreement with (1.8.1) there are antilinear continuous 
embeddings L:,(H) -+ Ccm(G; H)*. If T E Ccm(G; H)* and X is a left-invariant 
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vector field on G, then the definition of XT E Ccm(G; H)* by (XT, f) = 
-(T, Xf), f E Ccm(G; H), is compatible with these embeddings. 
1.9. If R is a strongly continuous representation of G on a Hilbert space H 
(and h, and h are as in 1.7), then for any s < -2X - X, the mapping 
J: u -+ R(.) u is an isomorphism of H onto the closed subspace 0, = 
(R(.) u: u E H} of LS2(H). Let 8, 53, and 93 be representations of G on LS2(H) 
such that a(y), f?(y), and ‘S(y) operating on ~EL,~(H) give [R( y)f](x) = 
KW(41, PJO9.W) = f(v) and FWfl(4 = fW4 for a.e. x E G. 
Evidently, 0, is %-invariant and R(x) = J-%(x) J. Moreover, 
0, = {f:f~L,2(H), !Z(y-l)f = a(y)f for ally E G}. (1.9.1) 
Indeed, any f E 0, satisfies the relation inside the brackets. On the other hand, 
iff satisfies this relation, then for any j E C,m(G), (f *j)(x) = jj(y)f(xy-l) dy = 
RW Jj(~)f(~-l) dy, so that f * j E 0, and consequently f E 0, , since 0, is 
closed and f can be represented as lim f * j, . 
2. SEMIGROUPS AND COSINE FUNCTIONS GENERATED BY LEFT-INVARIANT 
SECOND-ORDER DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
Let X0 , X, ,..., X, , N 2 1, be left-invariant vector fields on a connected 
Lie group G. Let H be a Hilbert space over the field K with K = C or K = R. 
Assume that the N x N matrix A = (a,,) is Hermitian positive definite if 
K = C, or symmetric positive definite if K = R. Thus in the complex case 
amPz = sn + i&, , with arnn , flmn E R, the matrix ~2 = (a,,) is symmetric, 
B = (&,) is antisymmetric, and the positive definiteness of A is equivalent 
to the positive definiteness of ($2). Let cr ,..., chi E K. Define the left -invariant 
differential operator 
and let dR(P) be its image by the differential dR of a strongly continuous repre- 
sentation of G on the Hilbert space H. The domain of dR(P) is D,(R), by defi- 
nition. 
THEOREM 1. The operator dR(P) is a pregenerator of a one-parameter strongly 
continuous 9(H)-vahed semigroup. If K = C and X0 = z:fan=, b,,[X, , X,] 
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with II,,, E R, then that semigroup has a holomorphic extension onto a sector 
(t:O~t~C,~Argt~<~}withO<ac~~.IfX,,-OandKisequaZa’ther 
C or R, then dR(P) . zs a p g re enerator of a strongly continuous 5?(H)-valued cosine 
function. 
The proof is based on a preliminary study of P in the spacesL,72(H), introduced 
in 1.8. The reasoning in the case of K ~2 C remains valid for K -= R, after 
obvious simplifications. Define 
and treat P and Pi as acting in the space of H-valued distributions on G. For 
any real s denote by P,9 the L,2(H)-closure of P IC,m(C:H) and by P, the restriction 
of P to the domain D(P,) = if:f~L,~(H), Pf~L,~(H)}.Similarly define P,V+ 
and P,+. Let P$ be the operator adjoint to P, , when P,? is treated as an operator 
from the Hilbert space LS2(H) into itself. If, according to 1.8, P,* is represented 
as an operator acting in Ly,7(H), then P,; = p.T,y . 
LEMMA I. P,7 = P,? and P,<+ = pst for every real s. 
Proof. Let S = (s,,J be a Hermitian square root of A. Put Ynl = C,“=, snEnXn , 
I?+:‘;, = EC=:=, s,,,X, , d, = i xiz’=, (S-l),, Im c, . Then C,“,,=, a,,X,X, = 
K, ~m~‘rrL and iJ&, Im c,X, = xE=, d,Y,,, Let f E Cm(G; H) and 4 
be a real function locally Lipschitz on G. Assume that either f or 4 has a compact 
support. Then Re j (Pf, f)H $” dx -r 4 f 11 f 11; (X,, C xt=‘=, Re c,X,) 4” dx = 
- Ck, jll J’,f IIkC2 dx + Ek, Re J(Lf, f)kL - Frn)+’ dx < - Ek, x 
J/l y,f lli?,42 dx + 2Zk, J II y,f lIH V’, - b&J+ I . llf IIH 4 dx, so that, for 
every 6 > 0, 
Re [ (Pf,f)d2 dx + (1 - 8) 2 / iI Y,f lli+2 dx 
m-1 " 
~ @m)C 2 - & X0 + 5 Re c,X, (2.1) 
n=1 
Similarly as in [2, Lemma 1, p. 801, let vk E C,“(G), R = 1, 2 ,..., be a non- 
decreasing sequence of nonnegative functions such that, for any left-invariant 
differential operator Q, lim,,, QF~ = Ql uniformly on compact subsets of G, 
the sequence Qvk being bounded uniformly on G. An application of (2.1) 
with 9 = $ and with 4(x) = P)~(x) e(i/s)sr(s) implies that for any PE D(P,) n 
WG; H), 
(2.2) 
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Letjr E Ccm(G), Y = 1, 2 ,..., be such that jr 3 0, jj,(x) dx = 1 and that supp jr 
tends to the neutral element of G. If f E D(PJ then j, * f + f and P( j, c f) = 
j, * Pf + Pf in the sense of the norm in Ls2(H), and the application of (2.2) 
to f” = (jr - j,) *f proves that Y,( j, if), r = 1, 2,..., is a Cauchy sequence 
in L,a(H), for every m = l,..., N. Consequently, the distributions Y,f, 
m = l,... , LV, are in L,:(H). IVow put fk = vk( j, *.f). Then fk E CGCC(G;H), 
11 fk - f jis + 0, and it is evident from the equality Pfk = vk(jk * Pf) + 
(PvR)(jk * f) + Cz=, (Ymyk)(jk * Fmf) -t Z:fcl (ymvk)(jk y YTnf) that also 
1; Pfk - Pf Ilg + 0. Thus P”, = P, . Similarly pst = P,St. 
LEMMA 2. P, is a generator of a strongly continuous one-parameter 9(L,2( H))- 
valued semigroup T,(t), t 3 0, satisfying the inequality 
for every f E LS2(H) and t > 0, where M, = esssup 1 m,(x)/, m,(x) = +sz x 
z:,n=1 %72,X,T(X) XT(x) - 3s z:=1 Re c,X,~(x) - +X&x) + $D, D = 
ICi,,=, (A-%, Im cm Im c, . 
Proof. If Y, and d, are as in the proof of Lemma 1, then D = Cz=, / d, 12 
and m,(x) = t~~=r 1 sY,~(x) - (t, I2 - &szE==, Re c,X,~(x) - +X&x). The 
substitution of 8 = 1 and d(x) = e(l/p)sT(z) to (2.1) shows that Re(Pf, f)Y < 
M, Iljiii for every f E C,=(G; H). By continuity, the same holds for every 
f 6 D(P,?) and so 
II Af - P,f llS 3 (A - MS) Ilf iIs (2.3) 
for all f E D(P,) and X > M, . Similarly, 11 Ag - PI, g IIdS 3 (A - M,) //g I/--S 
But X - PL, represents X - P,* and thus the range of X - P, is dense in LS2(H). 
Since P, is closed, (2.3) implies that for any h > M, the resolvent (A - P&l 
exists, belongs to 9(LS2(H)), and satisfies the inequality ll(A - P&l /I < 
(A - MS)-‘. By the Hille-Yosida generation theorem, this together with the 
density of D(P,) in LS2(H) implies the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Consider first the general situation, when K is equal 
to either C or R and X,, is arbitrary. Let A, and h have properties as in 1.7. 
Choose s < -2h - A,, and consider the semigroup T,(t) from Lemma 2. It is 
proved that 
T,(t) 0, C 0, for every t 3 0. (2.4) 
To do that it is sufficient to show that 
T&P(.) 4 E 0, for all t 3 0 and u E D,(R). (2.5) 
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For arbitrarily fixed u E D,(R) and Y E G consider the L,s(H)-valued function 
f(r) = [f!(Y-‘) - R(Y)] T,(t)[R(.) u]. By (1.9.1), relation (2.5), and hence also 
(2.4), follows iff(t) = 0 for all t > 0. Since R(.) u E JDJR) C Dm(%) C D(P,), 
TMR(~) 4 E w&J f or every t > 0. Clearly 2(y-l) D(P,) = R(y) D(P,T) = 
D(P,), and L?(y-l) P, = P,!i?(yel), and a(y) P, = P&y) on D(P,), so that 
f(t) E D(P,) for every t >, 0 and its strong derivative satisfies d!(t)/& = 
MY-l) - R(Y)11 P,J,(W(.) ul = P,f(t). C onsequentlyf(t) = T,(t)f(O). But 
f(0) = 0, whencef(t) = 0 for all t > 0, and the inclusion (2.4) is proved. 
Now, put S(t) = J-lTs(t) J. If s’ < s < -2h - )10, then the uniqueness 
of solutions of the equation d!(t)/& = Ps,f(t) in L:.(H), implies that T,y(t) C 
T,(t). Consequently, the operators S(t), t 3 0, are independent of the parameter 
s E (--CO, -2h - h,]. It is clear that S(t), t > 0, is an p(H)-valued strongly 
continuous semigroup. If u E D,(R), then JU E D&s) C D(P,) and 
(d/dt) S(t) u It+ = J-‘PJU = dR(P) u, so that dR(P) is a restriction of the 
generator of. S. According to 1.3, to prove that dR(P) is a pregenerator of S 
it is sufficient to show that D,(R) is S-invariant. It is proved that D,(R) is 
S-invariant for every finite k, which is an even stronger assertion. Since, for 
finite k, D,(R) is a Hilbert space, one can introduce the Hilbert spaceL,2(D,(R)), 
which is densely and continuously embedded into Ls2(H). Let P,, be the 
Ls2(D,(R))-closure of P Ic m(o;Dfi~R~) . By Lemma 2, P,, is a generator of a 
strongly continuous p(L)(D,(R)))-valued semigroup T,,(t), t > 0. Since 
P,, C P, and the topology of D,(R) is not weaker then that of H, the uniqueness 
of solutions of the equation d!(t)/& = P,f(t) implies that Tsk(t) C T,(t) for 
every t > 0. Thus Ls2(D,(R)) . is a T,-invariant subset of Ls2(H). Put Rk(x) = 
R(x) /Q) . Then Ri, is a strongly continuous representation of G on the Hilbert 
space D,(R) and, by 1.7, if one takes s E (-co, -2h - h,] with absolute value 
large enough, then J IDhcR. E 9(Dlc(R); L,2(D,(R))) is an isomorphism of D,(R) 
onto the closed subspace 0, = {R( .) u: II E D,(R)} of Ls2(D,(R)). Moreover, 
similarly as in (2.4), T,(t) 01 = Talc(t) Osk C OR,. Thus, if u E D,(R), then 
S(t) u = J-IT,(t) Ju E J-IT,(t) OR, C J-lORk C D,(R), whence D,(R) is an 
S-invariant subset of H. Therefore, by the previous remarks, dR(P) is a pre- 
generator of S. The part of the theorem concerning an arbitrary X, is proved. 
The statements concerning X0 = C b,,[X, , X,] and X0 = 0 can be proved 
simultaneously. The argumentation is presented for K = C, but after obvious 
changes it remains in force also for K = R. Let A, be the closure of 
dR(X,) ID,cR) . According to 1.3, A, is the generator of the one-parameter 
group of operators R(exp tXn). For any T E Ccm(G) the mapping H x H 3 
{u, 4 - b(u, a; p’) = .f (R(x) u, R(x) 9~ v(x) d x is a continuous sesquilinear 
form and, since R(x) A,u = X,R(x) u for u E D(A,), by integration by parts 
one obtains 
b(A,u, a; v) + b(u, A,u; p’) = --b(u, r; X,~J). (2.6) 
Take an arbitrary nonnegative function + E Ccm(G), not identically equal to 
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zero, and introduce in H the new scalar product (u, v)~ = b(u, v; $) which 
defines in H the same topology as the original one. Let V be the completion of 
D,(R) in the sense of the norm II u I/v = (11 u 11; + Ctql I] A,u l/&)1/2. Since the 
operators A, are closed, V C nr=i D(A,) and thus Z’is a Hilbert space embedded 
into H densely and continuously. 
Consider on V x V the continuous sesquilinear form 
a(& v> = f (LA - L, - GJ WA 4,~; 4) + f W&u, v; Ad, (2.7) 
?LTZ=l 7kl 
where 4% = c,,$ + Cz_, (b,, - b,, - uVnn) X&. If (sm,J is a Hermitian 
square root of (a&, then 
from which it is easy to see that inequality (1.6.1) is satisfied. Consequently, 
according to 1.6, the operator A associated with form (2.7) is a generator of 
a holomorphic semigroup. If in the definition of A the scalar product (u, v)~ 
is used, then, by (2.6), A is an extension of dR(P) = (xz,,=i amnAmAn + 
N 
Cn=l%An + A,) ID,(R) + Hence dR(P) C A. But it was previously shown that 
both operators, &?(P) and A, are generators and hence the inclusion dR(P) C A 
implies the equality &?(P) = A. Thus, if K =C and X0 = cf,,=, a,,,[X,, X,J, 
b,, E R, then &2(P) is a generator of a holomorphic semigroup. For completing 
the proof it remains to show that if X0 = 0 then dR(P) = A is a generator of 
a cosine function. To that purpose it is sufficient to verify if the form (2.7) 
satisfies inequality (1.6.2). But if X,, = 0 then, by (2.6), a(u, v) - a(v, U) = 
C,NIW%A vi c&J - b(u> 4,~; AJ) = 2C,N_, Wb, v; AJ + Et=, WJ, v; X+A), 
from which (1.6.2) is evident. This ends the proof of the theorem. 
3. AN ESTIMATION FOR LINDEBERG SEMIGROUPS OF 
PROBABILITY MEASURES ON NONCOMPACT LIE GROUPS 
Let G be a connected and non-compact Lie group with the neutral element e. 
Let C,,(G) denote the space of all real continuous functions on G tending to zero 
at infinity. A mapping [0, co) 3 t --f p, , where p, is a Bore1 probability measure 
on G, such that p,, is the unit mass at e and P~+~ = p, *p, for all t, s > 0 is 
called the convolution semigroup of probability measures on G. With any such 
semigroup the one-parameter T(C,,(G))-valued semigroup s(t), t > 0, can be 
associated, defined by 
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S is a strongly continuous semigroup iff lim,,,p,(U) = 1 for every open neigh- 
borhood U of e. It will be said that p, , t > 0, is a Lindeberg semigroup if 
pt(U) = 1 - o(t) as t 4 0, 
for every open neighborhood CT of e. To any convolution semigroup p, of pro- 
bability measures on G there corresponds a G-valued Markov process with 
transition probabilities P,(x, E) = pt(x-iE), and it can be proved that (almost) 
all trajectories of this process are continuous iff the semigroup p, is Lindeberg. 
Let I! be the representation of G by left translations in C,,(G). Then the 
operators e(x) commute with S(t), so that Da(e) is an S-invariant subset of 
C,,(G) and S,(t) = S(t) ioz(zJ , t 3 0, is a strongly continuous B(D,($))-valued 
semigroup. Thus D1(S,) is D,(9)-dense in Da(e). As a consequence, Di(S,) 
is dense in C,(G). Moreover, Di(S,) is S-invariant. 
LEMMA 3. Let p,, t 3 0, be a Lindeberg semigroup of probability measures 
on G. Then there are left-invariant vector fields X,, , XI ,..., X, on G such that 
N 
(xnzl Xa2 + X,,) ID1(Sp) is a pregenerator of the associated semigroup S(t). 
Proof. By 1.3, it is sufficient to prove that (xf=:=, Xf12 + X,,) ~Q,J is a 
restriction of the generator of the semigroup S(t). But the former is an immediate 
consequence of [3, Section 31, containing a proof of existence of vector fields 
X” , x; ,..., X, , such that lhJ,(l/t)[(S(t) v)(x) - &41 = Ef;‘_, Xn2 +- X0> 
x v(x) for every y E D,(Q) and x E G. 
THEOREM 2. Letp,, t > 0, be a Lindeberg semigroup of probability measures 
on a connected noncompact Lie group G and let P = Cf=‘=, Xn2 + X0 be the asso- 
ciated differential operator occuring in Lemma 3. De&e the function 7 as in 1.7 
and put 
Then 
for every finite T > 0 and every E > 0. 
Remark. As a consequence of Theorem 2, SUP,<~Q so exp(sT(x)) p,(dx) < CO 
for every finite T > 0 and s > 0, which is a statement equivalent to [4, Propo- 
sition 3.11, generalizing [12, Lemma 8.11. If G = R, T(X) = 1 x /, andp,(E) = 
+(nt)-lj2 SE exp[-(x - vt)2/4t] d x, which corresponds to the process of diffusion 
with simultaneous convection, then a == 1 and JR exp[x2/4(t + c)] p,(dx) = 
(1 + (t/c))‘/” exp[v2t2/46]. 
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proof of Theore; 2. Let A, be such that so e-Ao7(x) dx < co. Then, for any 
s >, 0, C,,(G) CI~~,~-,,(R) and, by Lemma 3, P&as is an extension of the 
generator of the semigroup S(t). Consequently, by Lemma 2 and by the unique- 
ness of solutions of the equation df(t)/dt = P-,0-2sf (t) in L~,O-,,(R), S(t) C 
T-+.&t). Hence, again by Lemma 2, II S(t) v IlLA,+ < II 9~ I!L,I~-~~ exp[B(2s + 4,)’ 
at ++(2s + A,) bt] for every v E C,(G) and every t > 0 and s > 0, where 
b = lims,, [-%(exp [X0). Consequently, if 9) E C,(G) is such that / v(x)1 .<e”7(z’ 
then 
11 s(t)g, ~/--ho-2r < (f e-“ur(r) dx)“’ exp[t(2s + Ao)2at + +(ZS t- A,)bt]. (3.1) 
For arbitrary chosen d > 0 take p E C,(G) such that y(x) = esr(x) if T(X) < 2d 
and 0 < v(x) < eaT(x) if T(X) > 2d. S ince T(X) < T(P) + I = T(Y) + I, 
s TccKd e”r(“)p,(dx) < esT@)(S(t) v)(y) for every y E G such that T(Y) < d, so 
that, for any 6 E (0, d], 
. 
J eST(+)pt(dx) Th)Cd 
(2S+(1/2)^““‘“‘(S(1)~)(y) e-(.9+(1i2h”hh’) dy 
G cs,,,,,, dyJ -1’2e(2s+(1’2)Ao)’ /I S(t)? I/-2s+ . 
From this and from (3.1) it follows that so eS5@)pt(dx) < co for every t >, 0 
ands > Oand 
C( T, C) = sup !e-(ntc(1’2).)s* Jo e”‘(“)p,(dx): 0 < t < T, s > 01 < 00 
for every T E (0, co) and every E > 0. Consequently, if t E [0, T] and 
K = [4(at + E)]-l, then, similarly as in [2, Remark 2, p. 831, one has 
r [ exp 4{irj26) ] p,(dx) < (em)-“’ JJ e ~[r(s)l”-(s~?Br(+))‘!4k p44 ds ‘G 
GX[O,E) 
= (hn) -1”2 J-J e-ht+rv+nr(z) p,(dx) ds 
GX[O,3c) 
< 2a14zT + c)1i2 C(T, <) 1: e-(1.‘2)si’ ds, 
which completes the proof. 
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